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This paper presents a technique to reduce positional errors in redundant Wheeled Mobile Robots (WMRs) with

omnidirectional wheels. The errors could originate from different resources during the process of design to fab-

rication of a WMR including modelling inaccuracy, backlash/joint delection, and misalignment. The technique is

explained based on the kinematic equations of WMRs, and could potentially be used to correct both the lateral

and longitudinal errors observed during the movement of a non-holonomic mobile robot. The major advantages

of this method are simplicity, time eficiency, and use of simple-to-understand kinematics equations. In addition,

it uses the linear regression method – that is easy to use – to quantify the contribution of each wheel on observed

errors. The effectiveness of the method was investigated by testing a prototype three-wheeled omnidirectional

robot. According to the test results, the movements of the tested robot was improved, and the systematic errors

decreased by at least 74%.

© 2019 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

I. INTRODUCTION

WMR can be found in many applications such as in trans-

portation, planetary exploration, and surveillance opera-

tions. Different forms and structures of wheels are used

in WMRs including an omnidirectional mechanism that en-

ables the robot to move in multiple directions without the

installation of any caster wheels. The use of omnidirec-

tional robots is particularly interesting because it implies

that the omnidirectional mobile robots’ mechanisms can

be controlled with a reduced number of actuators, and are

highly maneuverable in narrow or crowded areas such as

residences, ofices, and hospitals.

Positional errors during the movement of WMRs are in-

evitable to occur and should be rectiied to ensure that

the robot’s performance is acceptable. Developing effec-

tive techniques to reduce positional inaccuracy has been in-

terested in robotic systems [1, 2]. The techniques include

odometry, 3D camera error detection, active beacons, gy-

roscope and magnetic compasses [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Odometry

uses the information of positional sensors such as encoders

attached to each actuator to estimate the change in position

over time. The odometry method is applied to reduce the

positional inaccuracy of different WMRs [4].

Some researchers have designed and manufactured differ-

ent types of mobile robots and in some cases, the labora-

tory tests are discussed [8, 7, 9, 10]. [11] introduced a

method formeasuring odometry errors in differential drive

mobile robots andby expressing these errors quantitatively.

A method was introduced to develop an integrated system

for mobile robot odometry relying on an existing wireless

transceiver infrastructure [12]. The authors have previ-

ously proposed an odometry-based technique to reduce po-

sitional inaccuracy in WMRs with the differential drive or

omnidirectional mechanism [13, 14, 15]. The technique

provides short-term accuracy with high sampling rates and

rectiies two lateral and longitudinal corrective factors. This
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technique uses the linear regression to model the relation-

shipbetween theposition error and the angular velocities of

the two wheels, considering the physical and deterministic

properties of the robot’s components including the optical

encoders attached to eachwheel, without obtaining the pre-

cision associatedwith each estimate. Niola et al. present the

problem of the camera system modelling and an algorithm

for the calibration of the vision system [16]. This algorithm

is suitable to be used to apply a vision model to robotic ap-

plications.

In this paper, the method proposed in [4] is mathemati-

cally simpliied to be understandable by engineers and re-

searchers, and be used in a simpler manner. The method

is explained using the kinematic equations of the followed

by showing test results. Moreover, the experimental tests

on mobile robots demonstrating the systematic errors are

done using the proposed method. Then, using this method,

systematic errors of a prototype omnidirectional mobile

robots are corrected and the robot movement is corrected.

Finally, some pre-deined statistical indices are calculated

in order to determine how eficient the calibration results

are using this approach.

II. PROTOTYPE MOBILE ROBOTS

The shape and dimension of the main body of a mobile

robot are speciied by some input parameters during the

design process. Several kinds of wheels can be attached

to the wheeled mobile robot, depending on the design, se-

lection, and wheel arrangement. The wheels fall into one

of two categories: driving wheels and caster wheels. The

driving wheels are actively rotated to permit the robot to

move and the caster wheels merely ease the movement of

the robot and enable its body to be suspended when no

torque is applied to the axles. By replacing drive or caster

wheelswith omnidirectional ones, the number ofwheels at-

tached to the robot is reduced and the mobility of a robot is

increased. Moreover, the mechanical characteristics of the

robot would be completely altered. That is, the robot would

be able to move and balance its body with only omnidirec-

tional wheels.

This robot is designed with high maneuverability to move

automatically from speciic positions in an environment

to desired points. The electromechanical coniguration is

composed of three drive wheels, a transmission system, a

DC motor, and an electrical board. The omnidirectional

wheels are centred on the longitudinal axis of the robot.

These wheels are driven, and un-steering wheels powered

by three completely independentmechanisms (see Figure 1

and Table 1).

Fig. 1. Prototype omnidirectional mobile

robot

TABLE 1

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE PROTOTYPE

Characteristic Value

Dimension (L×W ×H) (cm) 29x29x12

Weight (Kg) 1.150

Stall torques of motors (Nm) 0.2

Maximum speed (m/min) 3.65

Wheel radius (m) 0.07

Wheelbase (m) 0.16

Encoder resolution, (pulse/rev) 36

III. TEST ASSUMPTIONS

The essential assumption to derive the required calibration

formulations is that an omnidirectional robot behaves as a

differential drive robot in some situations. This supposition

is that when the robot moves in a straight line, only two of

thewheels have angular velocity and themotors of the third

wheels have no rotation and behave as caster wheels. This

means that in this condition the robot acts as a differential

drive robot and we can use the formulations of differential

drive robots. Figure 2 depicts the scenarios under which a

three-wheeled robot operates as a differential drive robot.

As shown in this igure, the irst and secondwheelsmove by

V1 and V2 velocities. These velocity vectors have two com-

ponents along the X and Y axes. When the robot travels in

a straight path (V1 = V2), the difference between velocity

components in x axis (V1x and V2x) creates the lateral error

and the difference between velocity components along x di-

rection (V1y and V2y) causes the longitudinal error.

Considering the above assumptions, a benchmark method

is proposed and all manufactured robots are tested in de-

ined paths that satisfy this assumption. The classes related

to three-wheeled and four-wheeled omnidirectionalmobile

robots and their motion properties are summarized in Ta-

ble 1. As shown in this table, for three-wheeled robots, four

trajectories (k12, k13, k23 and k123) are predeined to imple-

ment the calibration. Also, seven different paths are consid-

ered for testing the four-wheeled robot including a rotation

(k1234) and six straight paths (k12, k13, k14, k23, k24 and k34).
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Since the main goal of this research is the implementation

of a new approach to correct the systematic errors of om-

nidirectional mobile robots, the following section describes

the kinematic modelling of differential drive robots.

IV. KINEMATICS MODELING OF MOBILE ROBOTS

In order to control the trajectory and thenderive theneeded

calibration formula of a robot, the kinematics formulation

is required to specify how the actuators and center of base

variables affect the positioning of the robot.

The kinematic diagram of a planar omnidirectional mobile

robot is shown in Figure 3. Each wheel is assumed to rotate

independently and without slippage. The kinematics equa-

tions of differential drive-wheeled robots are used, and then

basedon these equations, independent non-holonomic con-

straints due to instant no-slip wheel conditions can bewrit-

ten as follows [16]:

ẋ cos θ + ẏ sin θ = 0.5(ϕ̇L + ϕ̇R) (1)

θ = r/2l (ϕR − ϕL) (2)

ẋ sin θ = ẏ cos θ (3)

Where, l indicates the distance from the center of gravity

of the robot to the center of the wheels along a radial path,

and XY is the coordination of the ixedworld frame. θ repre-

sents the orientation of the robot with respect to the ixed

world frame, r is the radius of the wheels, and V
′

R and V
′

L

are the slippage velocities of omnidirectional drive wheels.

The parameters are shown in Figure 3. As described before,

this igure notes that the omnidirectional wheels can be re-

placed by simple drive wheels; also, that omnidirectional

robots can be replaced by differential drive robots in some

trajectories.

TABLE 2

IMPLEMENTED TRAJECTORIES EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

Path Class Motion Schematic

k12 1 and 2 (D)

3 (C)

k13 1 and 3 (D)

2 (C)

k23 2 and 3 (D)

1 (C)

k123 1,2 and 3 (D)

-D: Drive Wheel

- C: Caster Wheel

-Kij : State which ith and jth wheel

have rotation and the other wheels

are considered as caster wheels.

- The arrows show the direction of

robot motion

Fig. 2. The three-wheeled omnidirectional robot operates as a differential drive robot in

particular situations

V. TEST PROCEDURE

In a typical indoor environment with a lat loor plan, local-

ization becomes a matter of determining the position and

orientation, collectively known as the state of the robot on

a two-dimensional loor plan. Here, a new approach is used

for the measurement and correction of systematic errors

of wheele mobile robots. Systematic errors include control

and mechanical factors created while robot parts are de-

signed, fabricated or assembled. The non-systematic group

of errors is independent of the robot andhas its own charac-

teristics. In other words, they are unwanted errors created

during the robot’smotion. If unexpected phenomena are ig-

nored, themost important factor that affects themovement

of a robot is the slippage that occurs between the wheels

and the surface that the robot moves on. Table 2 shows a

classiication of a robot’s errors including systematic and

non-systematic errors.
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Fig. 3. Reference coordinate systems of a three-

wheeled omnidirectional mobile robot

A. Correction Method

The new approach explained below is usable for all non-

holonomicmobile robots. Thismethodology is based on the

derived equations in Section III and is used to correct the

robot’s systematic errors. Also, this method improves the

two types of robot errors called “Lateral Error” and “Longi-

tudinal Error”.

B. Forward Straight Test

Using this method, the robot is programmed to travel along

a straight line for n times, and the maximum offset of the i-

nal position from the desired Cartesian coordinate (XOY) is

recorded. In this motion, only two of the wheels have rota-

tion (drive wheels), and the motors of the other wheels are

turned off. Figure 6 shows the designed trajectory and re-

lated variables of the proposed method.

Since all robots are equipped with encoders, the relation-

ship between the pulse of the encoder and the angular rev-

olution of each type can be expressed as follows:

TABLE 3

ERROR CLASSIFICATION INWMRS

Category Sources

Systematic - Control factors Software factors: lack of pulse and/or

an error in the pulse.

Hardware factors: changing or omitting the output pulses or

not counting them properly.

- Mechanical factors Repeated permanent errors: caused by non-circularity of

the wheels, misalignment of the shafts and unequal wheel

diameters, the difference between the averages of actual di-

ameters with nominal wheel diameter and between the ac-

tual wheelbase with a nominal wheelbase, misalignment of

wheels, inite encoder resolution, and sampling rate.

Temporary errors: caused by all the types of backlash e.g. by

means of the backlash between the gears or to the shafts not

being radially ixed relative to their bearing.

Non-Systematic - Travel over uneven loors Slippery loors

-Travel over unexpected objects on the loor Over acceleration

- Wheel slippage Fast turning External and internal forces

Non-point wheel contact the loor

θ =
N

E
× 2π (4)

where E is the resolution of the encoder and varies for each

type and N is the read pulse from the encoders.

According to Figure 4, the robot travels on the actual path

instead of travelling on the desired path, due to the struc-

tural errors in the mobile robot. For correcting the system-

atic errors and then the robot’s motion, a rotation equal to

-λ angle should be applied about the central axis of robot

during its motion in order to compensate the created er-

rors. Using Equation 2, the relationship between the new

required angular velocities of the wheels (θ and θ') should

be applied to the motors in order to reorient the robot to

a straight path and approach the amount of λ to zero. The

deviation angle (λ) is obtained using Equation 5.

λ = − r

2l
(θ − θ′) (5)

In this equation, θ
′
is the angular velocity of the fasterwheel

during the travel along the straight path.

The position is expressed with respect to the coordinate

system attached to the desired endpoint (O). It means that

all positions should be considered with respect to the XOY

coordinate system.
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Fig. 4. The robot is programmed to move along a straight trajectory

To be clear, we deine the lateral corrective factor (Flat) for

calculating needed angular velocities to correct the robot

movement trajectory. This parameter is obtained by divid-

ing two new angular velocities Equation 6.

Flat =
θ

g
(6)

Since θ
′
≥ θ, then Flat ≥ 1.

Figure 5 illustrates the notion of lateral and longitudinal er-

rors in this method pictorially. Combining (4) to (6) con-

cludes the inal formula.

Flat = 1 +
Elλ

rNπ
(7)

In Equation (7), λ is obtained from the results of experi-

mental tests andNN represents the initial input angular ro-

tation (θ). Using Equation (7), the lateral corrective factor

(Flat) is calculated and then substituted into Equation (6),

and inally, the amount of the new required rotation of the

second wheel (θ
′
) is calculated. The process is low charted

in Figure 6.

Fig. 5. Concepts of errors deined in the

test method

Fig. 6. Proposed test algorithm
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Also, we understand that the amount of θ
′
differs with the

initial amount of angular rotation of the right wheels be-

fore calibration (θR). This difference investigates that the

systematic errors can be corrected by altering the amount

of second wheel rotation from θR to θ
′
. According to the

proposed procedure, the angular deviation λ converges to

zero (the desired endpoint), and the robot travels on the

desired path instead of the actual path as shown in the test

results. Also, if the robot has longitudinal errors, this er-

ror can be modiied by the multiplication of both θ and θ
′

to Flon = (L⁄L
′
) coeficient, where L

′
is the length of the

trajectory obtained from experimental tests before calibra-

tion (actual trajectory) and Flat represents the longitudinal

corrective factor.

C. Rotation Tests

In the next test, the robot is programmed to rotate about

the central axis by 90o. As shown in Figure 7, the robot is

placed in the actual position (solid line) instead of the de-

sired one (dashed line). Thus, we should apply some coef-

icient to correct the robot motion. As shown in Figure 7,

the three-wheeled robot (case study) stops inOc instead of

OR. There are also three deviations, which include two lon-

gitudinal deviations (xc and yc) and one orientation devi-

ation (θc), which should be compensated for by using the

redundancy constraints. To reduce the above errors, the

robot should be programmed to stop at point (−xc , −yc)

instead ofOR (0,0), and rotate by 90−θc instead of 90. Then

we need some partial amounts of angular rotation/velocity

(ϕ1c, ϕ2c andϕ3c) to apply to themotors as input velocities.

Also, theneworientations are 90−ϕ1c, 90−ϕ2c and 90−ϕ3c,

instead of 90 degrees for all motors.

Fig. 7. The desired and actual position of the

robot in rotation along its central axis

To calculate the amount of error for each robot, we need

to ind the relation between the angular velocities of the

wheels and the posture of the robot. This relation can be

expressed using the no-slip constraint equations as follows:

Rφ cos γ − x cos (θ + αi)− y sin (θ + αi)− riφi = 0 (8)

where i is the number of wheels andαi is the angle between

the ith motor shaft and x-axis.

Considering the initial position of the three-wheeled robot

shown in Figure 5, the Jacobianmatrix can be obtained, and

the number of rotational errors is calculated using the fol-

lowing expression:


ϕ̇1c

ϕ̇2c

ϕ̇3c

 =
1

l

 sin (−θc) cos (−θc) r

sin (−θc + 2π/3) cos (−θc + 2π/3) r

sin (−θc + 4π/3) cos (−θc + 4π/3) r




−ẋc

−ẏc
−θ̇c

 (9)

Having the Jacobian Matrix for each case, the amount of

ϕ1c, ϕ2c and ϕ3c are calculated and the created errors can

be reduced by applying the new angular rotation to robot

inputs.

As demonstrated, the importance of our proposed method

is using the kinematics equations of a robot, which are sim-

ple to understand, and using themwith respect to other ex-

isting methods. In fact, a geometrical deinition describing

the relationship betweenmotor variables and robot param-

eters is deined as the basic formulation of this test. Also,

this method is very simple to implement and doesn’t need

complicated initializing before starting.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents the results of introduced experimen-

tal tests applied to described omnidirectionalmobile robots

after and before testing, separately. Also, some statistical

indices are deined and applied to conclude data in order to

verify the test results in both methods. For comparison be-

tween robot operations before and after calibrations, and

for a better understanding of the position of the robots in

each trial, the radial position (δr) and the mean error im-

provement (δrm) are deined as follows:

δr =
√
(δx)2 + (δy)2 (10)
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δrm =

[
rcg, before − rcg,after) /rcg,before]× 100

(11)

where δX and δY are deined in Figure 5. One of the most

important probability distributions, from both the theoreti-

cal and practical viewpoint, is the Gaussian distribution (or

asmathematicians call it, the normal distribution). The dis-

tribution diagramof data derived fromexperimental tests is

important to predict the future behaviour of robots in mo-

tion. Also, when the data cover the normal distribution cri-

teria, it means that they obey regular rules and validate the

results obtained from experimental tests. Another advan-

tage of the normal distribution is the logical prediction of

future behaviour of robots in the same trajectories. In fact,

when the obtained data follow the normality conditions,

the future response of robot (motion) can be predicted. To

cover the normality conditions, the amount of Std. Error of

Skewness and Std. Error of Kurtosis should be between -2

and 2. Using SPSS software, Std. Error of Skewness and Std.

Error of Kurtosis variables are calculated based on data de-

rived from experimental tests in radial direction.

As will be shown in the next section, the resulting radial

errors for all tested paths are varied and follow the Gaus-

sian distribution criteria. The basic formulation for Gaus-

sian distributions in the radial direction is deined as

p (rcg) =
1√
2πσ

e
−
(

rcg−µ

2σ2

)
(12)

where µ is the average radial error and σ represents the

standard deviation of each test group. Figure 8 depicts the

coordinates of obtained data for a three-wheeled robot in

after state andbefore state calibration conditions. Thenum-

ber of trials (n) for these tests is considered equal to 10. As

shown in this igure, kij means the ith and jth wheels of the

robot have equal and opposite angular rotations and other

motors are turned off. Also, the minimum, maximum, av-

erage, Std. Error of Kurtosis, and Std. Error of Skewness

parameters are shown in Table 2.

As shown in Table 4, the mean error improvements (δrm)

fork12, k13, k23 andk123 tests obtained are79.18%, 74.63%,

76.97% and 89.49%, respectively. It can be seen that this

method has been eficient in decreasing the systematic er-

rors for this robot.

Fig. 8. Final positions of the prototype robot in the

deined paths

TABLE 4

STATISTICAL INDICES OBTAINED FROM EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

k12 k13 k23 k123

Before After Before After Before After Before After

Max Error 43.26 11.31 34.05 10 37.80 10 18.44 2.23

Min Error 36.87 5.65 27.65 4.47 33.60 6.08 12.80 1

Mean Error 40.35 8.40 30.78 7.81 35.74 8.23 15.32 1.61

Std. Error of Kurtosis -1.28 -0.47 -0.26 -0.81 -0.74 -1.23 -1.31 -1.97

Std. Error of Skewness -0.53 0.41 -0.11 -0.51 -0.08 -0.47 0.33 -0.05

VII. DISCUSSION

Results obtained from experimental tests using the pro-

posedmethod showed that themethod is effective to reduce

systematic errors. As shown, for the prototype robot, the

minimum value of mean error improvement factors are cal-

culated at 74.63%. These data conirm the effectiveness of

this method in order to reduce systematic errors. As shown

in Table III, the Std. Error of Skewness and the Std. Error of

Kurtosis of the robot were between -2 and 2. These values

showed that the derived data satisfy the normal distribu-

tions criteria that indicate that future motions of the robot

are most probably predictable.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A method was proposed to reduce positional errors in om-

nidirectional mobile robots. A prototype omnidirectional

mobile robot was tested with a focus on correcting system-

atic errors. A brief explanation of the prototype robot was

presented followed by formulating required equations for

the proposed test algorithm. Also, to overcome the system-

atic errors, a new benchmark method was proposed based

on the derived kinematic equations. Then, the robot was
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tested and moved in some pre-deined trajectories deined

in the proposed method. Results showed that the system-

atic errors were signiicantly reduced using the proposed

method in the tested robot. Finally, the absolute measure-

ments of errors were compared to the desired position and

orientation of the robot. All experimental data satisied the

criteria of the normal distribution that showed that the re-

sults would be possibly repeatable in future tests. As a new

work, the non-systematic errors can be obtained consider-

ing some supposed obstacles in laboratory test plates.
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